
Rene BASTIEN   Customer Project Manager, Westinghouse Electric Company

Rene Bastien has more than 29 years of experience in the nuclear industry with Westinghouse Electric Belgium,
including work in fluid system design, emergency operating procedure development, training, project management
and marketing. He holds a master’s degree in engineering in Physics from the Liege University (ULg) and an
engineering degree in industrial management from the Catholic University of Louvain (UCL). He managed the Safety
& Systems Analysis group of the Belgian Westinghouse engineering department for more than 10 years and has
been Customer Project Manager for Belgium, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Bulgaria, Romania and Ukraine for the last
two years.

Guy DOYLE   Chief Economist of Energy Unit, Mott MacDonald, Brighton

Guy Doyle is Chief Economist of Energy Unit at Mott MacDonald with over 25 years experience of forecasting and
analysing world energy markets. His role at Mott MacDonald involves advising on electricity, fuel and carbon market
fundamentals in the context of commodity development, market design and regulatory frameworks. In recent years
this has involved directing studies on the relative costs and the deployment constraints associated with different
generation technologies, ranging from third generation nuclear, through conventional thermal to renewables. This
work has included looking at current status as well  as technology fore-sighting studies. Another recent area of focus
has been the analysis of regulatory frameworks with a view to considering the attractiveness of investment for

prospective developers and lenders. Guy’s project work on pol icy and regulatory issues has covered al l  aspects of the electricity
supply chain from emissions control, embedded generation deployment, nuclear, renewables and microgen deployment, smart
metering and demand management. He has also led Power ink’s electricity industry training programme, which has del ivered more
than 60 events since 1996, including workshops on electricity deregulation and carbon markets and cl imate change pol icy. Guy is a
regular speaker at industry conferences and also a course tutor on Cass Business School ’s Energy and Finance Masters.
During his four years edit ing Power UK, the FT’s (and now Platt ’s) newsletter on the UK electricity sector, he developed a detai led
understanding of the regulatory process and the various stakeholders’  interests. Prior to special ising in power markets, he focused
on international coal and freight markets (at McCloskey Coal and IEA Coal Research), and before that analysis of end user sectors in
European energy economy (at Global Insight). Guy holds a Doctorate in Energy Economics and a Masters in Environmental and
Resource Economics. Guy’s PhD thesis involved an assessment of the relative costs of the then government’s nuclear strategy versus
a number of renewable strategies.

Igino Maria CHELLINI   Project Director of Mochovce 34 Completion, Slovenské elektrárne, Inc., member of Enel
Group, Bratislava

Igino Chell ini , with a degree in Nuclear Engineering, is in ENEL since 2001. Before entering the Group Igino was
Project Manager for an I tal ian Company (1992 – 1997) working on an Integrated Gasification and Combined Cycle
Project and later for a large mult inational (1997 – 2001) developing several power projects in I taly and Europe.
Entering ENEL as Senior Business Developer, Igino was then Head of Orig ination and Integration in the GEM
Division. He has spent the last six years in the nuclear sector with various responsibi l i t ies including Project Manager
of the preparation of the First Medium Term and Long Term Strategic Plans for Slovenske Elektrarne, support to

business development for technical due di l igences connected to ENEL's acquisit ion program, Project Manager for feasibi l i ty
assessments, Sit ing and technology development. Currently Project Director of Mochovce 3 and 4 completion, leading a team of 245
professionals employed for the management of the project.

Thomas EPRON   Director Central Europe, AREVA Group

Marco GRAZIANO   Senior Executive Vice President, Business Development, AREVA Group

Marco Graziano, graduated from the Genova University with a degree in mechanical engineering in 1982. He started
his career at NIRA, contribut ing to the development of the I tal ian nuclear energy program. Thereafter, he pursued
his career in power generation and, more recently, in transmission and distribution where he held various
management posit ions in project management, sales and marketing in Europe, the United States, Asia, and the
Middle East. From July 2005 to September 2008, he was Executive Vice President of the International Sales
Organisation and ExCom member of AREVA Transmission and Distribution and since then has been appointed Senior
Executive Vice President, Business Development for the AREVA Group.

Konstantin E. JACOBY   Project Leader, AREVA NP GmbH, Erlangen

Konstantin Jacoby started his professional career 1984 as assistant lecturer at the University of Munich, and 1987
he joined Siemens R&D Centre in Munich from where he moved 1995 to Siemens Power Generation Group (the
former KWU), where he was for several years responsible for personnel training for nuclear and fossi l  fi red power
plants world-wide and for the company’s NPP emergency response centre in Germany. After the process of merger
and consol idation of the German and French NPP manufacturers he is in the posit ion of Regional Director Marketing
of the AREVA NP GmbH, 2003 – 2006 for Russia, since 2007 for CR & SR, since 2009 in the posit ion of project
manager in Ukraine and sales for AREVA NP business group of reactor services. He was graduated in mathematics

and computer science at the University of Munich where he got also the PhD degree in applied mathematics.

František JANÍČEK   Vice-Chancel lor, Slovak University of Technology, Bratislava

Prof. Janíček belongs to top special ists in the field of electric power protections where he has been working for more
than 25 years, and he has 25 years of scientific and pedagogic praxis. He developed comprehensive methodology of
protection systems assessment with regard to rel iabi l ity and optimum interval of system awareness in fault
condit ions. He graduated the Faculty of Electrical Engineering at the Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava,
where he has got PhD. degree. Within 2000-2007 he was the Dean of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering, STU.
Since 2007 he is the Vice-Rector for development at STU in Bratislava. As the author and co-author he was deal ing
with theoretical  solutions focused on electrical engineering and industry cooperation projects inland and abroad.

Results of his work are appl ied also in the Czech Republic, Poland, Hungary and Germany. He has developed an advanced concept
for subjects orientated to electric power protections, electric stations and elements of electrici ty supply system, heavy-current
elements and systems. Since 2006 he is the chair of committee for technical sciences in Slovak Research and Development Support
Agency. He is one of the founders of professional magazine EE, where he is member of the redaction circle. He is the chair of Slovak
Chapter of World Energy Counci l and member of Slovak National Centre for Research and Appl ication of Renewable Energy Sources,
as well  as a member of scientific counci ls of mult ip le universit ies in Slovakia.

František JANOUCH   Royal Institute of Technology Stockholm, Charter 77 Foundation, Prague

František Janouch, (born 1931), nuclear physicist, publ icist, activists, author of many books. Janouch has been
active in discussions on nuclear energy since the beginning of 1960´s – that is for about a half a century.
His Alma Maters are Saint Petersburg State University (1949 – 1954, Diploma, 1954), Moscow State University
(1955 – 1959, PhDr, 1960) and Charles University (RNDr, 1963, habi l itation 1967). From 1960 he was a Head of
Department of Theoretical Nuclear Physics, Nuclear Research Institute in Řež unti l  1971 when he was fired for
pol it ical reasons. After several years of unemployment, he was permitted to leave for Scandinavia where he was
offered a guest professorship of the Swedish Royal Academy of Science. After leaving Czechoslovakia, he was, as a

punishment, stripped of his Czechoslovak cit izenship (1975).
Janouch´s scholarly l i fe is very rich. He has lectured at Charles University and Czech Technical  University in Prague. He lectured
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also at many universit ies in Scandinavia, in Germany, in I taly, in France, and in many others. He worked at Manne Siegbahn
Inst itute, at the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm, at Niels Bohr Institute in Copenhagen, at the Goethe University in
Frankfurt, at CERN, etc. Janouch obtained several honorary doctorates and professorships: at the International Sakharov
Environmental University in Minsk, Kiev State University of Technologies and Design, or the State Chemical University of
Dnipropetrovsk. He has given hundreds of lectures on nuclear physics, nuclear energy, nuclear physics, history of science, and other
discipl ines at many international conferences and congresses, and also at many universit ies and scientific insti tutes in Europe, Asia,
the North America, and Israel. F. Janouch is an author, co-author, or a publisher of at least thirty scienti fic, popular scientific, or
fict ion books which are publ ished in many languages. Further, he has written hundreds scientific, popular and polemical papers and
articles on nuclear physics, nuclear energy, on human rights, disarmament, energy and other topics. He also init iated the
membership of Czechoslovakia in the European Physical Society and the participat ion of the Czech Republic in the transmutation
program as well. F. Janouch was a friend of the Soviet nuclear physicist and Nobel Peace Prize winner Andrej Sakharov, a man
behind the Soviet hydrogen bomb and Tokamak fusion reactor. Among others, Janouch made Sakharov to write his famous essay
“Nuclear Energy and Freedom of the West”, and later publ ished it in many countries in the West. During Sakharov exi le to a city
Gorky (now Nizhny Novgorod), Janouch alerted the world publ ic opinion to protest against the Soviet attempts to si lence and
l iquidate Andrey Sakharov. Janouch publ ished tens of papers and art icles on Sakharov in many leading world scienti fic journals such
as the Nature, the Physics Today and The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, and in dai ly newspapers in many countries as well .
After his return to the Czech Republic, he was active not only as a scientist. He was a member of the Foreign Advisory Board of
President Václav Havel. In 1992, Janouch was an Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary Ambassador and Head of the Czechoslovak
delegation at the Helsinki Fol low-up-Meeting. In the years 1996 – 2000, Janouch served as an EU Deputy Executive Director in the
Science and Technology Center in Ukraine. Janouch was four t imes elected as a member of the Senate of the Academy of Science of
the Czech Republ ic. In 2007, Janouch was appointed by the Czech Government as a Coordinator for the European Nuclear Energy
Forum in Prague. Janouch also used his scientific knowledge as a member of opponent team of the report of the governmental
Independent Energy Commission. He was awarded the Order of Merit of 1st Grade of the Czech Republic, he received Hlávka Medal,
Charles University Medal and others recognit ions and plaques.
During the t ime of his exi le he was also very active pol it ical ly and in human rights. He founded the Charta 77 Foundation
(Stockholm, 1978) and since then is Chairman of this human right organization. I ts orig inal goal was to help the persecuted
Czechoslovak dissidents and the Czechoslovak independent culture inside the country (samizdat) and abroad (Czech and Slovak
émigré publishing houses). After being transferred in 1989 to Czechoslovakia, the Charta 77 Foundation became one of the largest
and most influential  foundations in the country. Among the legendary projects of the Charta 77 Foundation, Janouch was a leading
spiri t for, were the countrywide col lection to the Míša account (named after the first Slovak patient Michai l  Budinsky from Martin,
treated with the Leksel l  Gamma Knife in Stockholm) – a fundraising to purchase the Leksel l  Gamma Knife for Czechoslovakia and the
Barriers account to change the situation of disabled cit izens in Czechoslovakia. The col lection to the Míša Fund became a legend in
Czechoslovakia: mil l ions of Czechoslovaks contributed towards it. During only 18 months over 90 mil l ion Kč, needed to buy the
“Knife”, were col lected. The unique operation´s equipment was purchased and situated at the Homolka Hospital in Prague. The
Prague Leksel l Gamma Knife became the most successful among the about 300 LGK operating now worldwide. Prior to its
replacement in 2010 it treated 10455 patients – more than any other LGK in the world!
František Janouch regularly writes articles and polemics in press, where he speaks about the importance of energy and energy
industry issues for the development of a modern society. He also takes part in the TV and radio discussions and lectures at several
Czech and foreign universit ies.

Vladimír KANAS   Senior Manager, Siemens, Bratislava

Mr. Vladimír Kanas graduated in 1973 at the Slovak University of Technology, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and
Information Technology. In the long term he is deal ing with the control  systems and issues of the dispatch
management in electro-power systems. After a period of project and design works in Energoprojekt, Inc. he was
engaged in Landis & Gyr. Here he participated in management and technology activit ies l inked with real ization of
the electric stat ions control systems for SEPS (Slovak Transmission Grid Co.). Then working in Energodata, Inc. he
coordinated construction of a new substation control system for SEPS/SED Žil ina, and project ROVE for SE/ENEL
(Generation Control + Trading Floor System). Since 2005 he works for the Sector Energy of Siemens in posit ion of

Senior Sales Manager and Project Manager. Besides the project management of substation control  systems he also works on the
power network control development and grid operation.

Ľuboslav KOSÍR   Consultant – Project Financing, Dexia banka Slovensko a.s., Bratislava

Ivo KOUKLÍK   Vice-Chairman of the Board of Directors & Technical  Director, JESS (Slovak Nuclear Power
Company), Bratislava

After graduating the Czech Technical  University, Faculty of Nuclear Science and Physical Engineering in 1983, he
worked in Dukovany NPP in several posit ions beginning as reactor operator, from 1998 in top management posit ions
(Safety and Investment Director, Responsible Manager for reorganization of Temel in and Dukovany NPPs, Dukovany
NPP Director). Further he hold the posit ions of the ČEZ Nuclear Safety Division Director, and the ČEZ Engineering
and Technical Development Director. Since 2006 he worked as Project Manager responsible for Temelin Units 3&4
development. Current ly he is the Technical  Director and Vice Chairman of the Board of JESS, a.s. – company

preparing New Bohunice Unit.
He took part on IAEA missions OSART, ASSSET and PROSPER for several NPPs (Gravel l ines, Kozloduj, Pakš, Kashiwazaki-Kariwa). He
spent three months training with US NRC.

Stanislav KUNDRÁT   Manager, RWE Gas Slovensko Ltd. & Director of Division Key account management, VSE
Inc., Košice

Stanislav Kundrát graduated the University of Technology in Košice where he also started as a scienti fic worker.
During his career he continued in various management functions in state administrative. In the period 1996 -2004
he worked for companies Landys & Gyr and Siemens where he was responsible for project business marketing. Just
before the electricity market l iberal ization he started to work for VSE, Inc., where he started on the post of sales
manager to key customers. Since 2005 he has been holding a Head of the Key Account Management department.
Since October 2008 he has been also appointed as authorized manager of RWE Gas Slovensko, Ltd. He is responsible

for the electrici ty and gas sales and for the management of relation to the biggest cl ients in Slovakia.

Peter LÍŠKA   Director of Nuclear Safety Division & Vice-Chairman of the Board of Directors, VÚJE, Inc., Trnava

Peter Líška graduated at the Department of heat and nuclear power machines and equipment at Slovak University of
Technology in Bratislava. Since 1976 he was working in SES Tlmače as the design engineer in the Department of
calculation of steam boiler pressure parts. Since 1977 he was engaged in the research institute VUJE Trnava
working in the Department of theoretic and experimental assessment of NPP operation, performed tests during the
NPP V-1 power start up in the area of thermo-hydraulics. He also dealt with the issues concerning operation heat
economy of NPP, achievement of rated heat capacity of reactors, etc. Since 1990 he led the Department of thermo-
hydraulic analyses, he managed works concerning thermo-hydraul ic analyses of best-estimate type and since 1995

he has been in posit ion of d irector of Division of Nuclear Safety in company VUJE Trnava, Inc., and at the same time he is a Deputy
Chairman of the Board of Directors. He was responsible for VUJE works in frame of project of Mochovce NPP units 1 and 2
Completion. In the frame of project of “Sequential  reconstruction of NPP V-1” he was responsible for an accident local ization
system. He was also responsible for the contract of VUJE works for the Mochovce NPP units 3 and 4 Completion.
Mr. Líška is a member of Scientific and Technical Committee of Euroatom, which is the highest advisory EC body for the research in
the area of nuclear power use (nuclear power, fusion, nuclear medicine, etc.). He is a member of the board of the OECD
internat ional research program CABRI Water Loop Project.

Pavol LUNTER   Proposal  Manager, Siemens Wind Power, Siemens Ltd., Bratislava

Pavol Lunter graduated the Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering with
special ization on thermal power industry and environment technology. Then he worked as a designer in the company
IDO Hutný projekt. Since 2003 he has been working in Siemens, Ltd. init ial ly as a project manager in the field of
power generating equipment and renewable energy resources, currently as a proposal manager within Siemens Wind

                                      Power sales team in region EMEA Central. 
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Jiří MAREK   Head Executive, JMM consult ing

He is the consultant in the field of power industry and is the Head Executive of JMM Consult ing, Ltd. – a company
focused on advisory services and organization of professional activit ies. After graduating from the Czech Technical
University, Faculty of Technical and Nuclear Physics, he worked in research; he has been working in the power
industry field since 1974 (unti l  1996 in ČEZ). For the last seventeen years, he was the advisor of the Minister of
Industry and Trade, chairman and vice-chairman of the Supervisory Board of ČEZ, a member of supervisory boards
in several energy distribution companies and an advisor of Deputy Ministers of Finance. In these posit ions, he was
dealing with the reorganization of state administrat ion in power industry, the development of state energy pol icy,

the establ ishment of the State Office for Nuclear Safety and with the preparation of the privatization of Czech power industry. He is
occupied by publication activit ies, mainly in the field of nuclear power industry and has wide experience in organizing of
internat ional and special ized professional conferences and meetings. His posit ions are quoted on TV, radio and in economic
periodicals.

Alojz MASARYK   distant relative from the first Czechoslovak President, Skalica

Jozef MIŠÁK   Director for Strategy, Nuclear Research Institute Řež

He graduated from the Czech Technical  University in Prague, Faculty of Nuclear and Physical Engineering. His more
than 37 years long performance in the field of nuclear power industry is focused on research and engineering
support for safety principals implementation during design and operation of NPPs. He has long lasting experience
from several leading posit ions in the field of nuclear safety. During 1971 – 1993 he worked in VUJE (NPP Research
Institute). During 1993 – 1997 he worked as the first Chairman of Nuclear Regulatory Authority of SR. Ti l l  2004 he
was with IAAE in Vienna, where he worked in the field of elaboration of safety standards and guidel ines for NPP
accident analysis. At the present t ime he is the director for strategy at the Nuclear Research Insti tute in Řež.

Aleš MUSIL   Head of Unit, European Competit ion Network, DG Competit ion, European Commission, Brussels

Aleš Musi l  has graduated in law at the Law Faculty of Charles University in Prague. Subsequently he has graduated
in EU law at the Col lege of Europe in Bruges, Belgium. In the years 2004 – 6 he was the advisor to the Minister of
Industry and Trade of the Czech Republic. He has been act ive in the field of competit ion law since 1996 when he
became the Director of the Legislative Department of the Office for Protection of Competit ion in Brno. At 2008 he
became the Head of Unit responsible for the European Competit ion Network at the DG Competit ion of the European
Commission in Brussels.

František PECHO   Development Director of ALTERENERGO Inc., Bratislava

After graduating the Slovak University of Technology, Faculty of Electrical Engineering he started to work in SEP,
š.p., later in ZSE, a.s. and SE, a.s. Since 1991 he was preparing the project Datagyr C500 – the system for
long-distance data col lection from electrometers. After system completion he managed its operation. He worked also
in international committees and took part on connecting of Slovak transmission grid to European grid. After the
institut ional izing of the transmission grid operator (SEPS Company) in 2001 he worked on posit ion of managing
director for investments, later for IT and telecommunications; he managed a Slovak dispatch centre and operation;
at the same time he was Member of the Board of Directors. He took part on al l  important Company projects from the

beginning t i l l  October 2006.Leaving the SEPS Company, he provided consultancy services in OKOnet, a.s. At the present t ime he
works in the posit ion of the development director of ALTERENERGO Inc., company bui ld ing the renenewable energy sources.

Ján PETROVIČ   General Director, Division of Energy, Ministry of Economy of the Slovak Republ ic, Bratislava

After graduating the Technical University of Košice, Faculty of Mining, he started his professional career in the
mining company Baňa Dol ina, a.s., in Veľký Krtíš. Since 1995 he has been working at the Ministry of Economy of the
Slovak Republic in several posit ions; during this period he was a member of the Board of company Želba, a.s.,
Spišská Nová Ves and member of Supervisory Boards of companies Východoslovenské energetické závody, š.p.,
Košice, Transpetrol, a.s., Bratislava and Zvolenská teplárenská, a.s., Zvolen. In 2004 he became the director of
Energy Pol icy Section and since November 2007 he is undertaking the function of Department Energy General
Director. In this posit ion Mr. Petrovič is responsible for the creation of the state energy and raw materials pol icy,

energy and mining legislation, international relations (EC, EU, IEA, ECT, CEI). He is further responsible for the state administration
performance designated by law as power industry ( including nuclear), renewables, energy efficiency, gas industry, heat power
sector, oi l  industry (including biofuel), and mining and treatment of ore and non-ore mineral  raw materials and fuel.

Peter SALZER   projektový manažér, DECOM, a.s., Trnava

Peter Salzer graduated in 1972 at the Chemical and Technology University in Prague; special ization: nuclear fuel
technology and radiochemistry. Starting his career he dealt with an activation analysis and use of radionucl ides in
the Institute of Radioecology and use of nuclear techniques. Since February 1993 he became the inspector of
nuclear safety working in the Department of radioactive waste treatment of the new establ ished regulatory authority
UJD SR. Besides he addressed also issues of radioactive waste disposal and connecting factors of interface of the
nuclear safety and the radiation protection. Since 1977 he has been working for the company DECOM, Inc. where he
has been involved in the area of radioactive waste management in various projects supporting both, the operator

and regulatory body. As an expert he takes part in various international projects, actions and missions organized by IAEA in the
area of radioactive waste disposal in near surface repositories, and in the area of system´s and infrastructure issues of the
radioactive waste management. Since 2002 he is an authorized person for EIA procedure, and since January 2007 he is a trustee in
the board of National Nuclear Fund of the Slovak Republic.

Ivan I. SERDYUK   Project Manager, NNEGC “Energoatom“, Zaporozhye

Ivan Serdyuk holds a degree in Sevastopol Navy College on ship's nuclear plants and now is Captain of the Second
Rank in reserve. He served in the Northern Fleet of the Soviet Navy at nuclear submarines (1978 – 1992), the last
posit ion – Flagman Special ist on Nuclear Plants in Submarine Division. After leaving from Armed Forces, since 1992
Ivan Serdyuk works at Zaporizhzhya Nuclear Power Plant (ZNPP) in the Operations Department. Since 2001 he was
the Head of ZNPP Power Unit No. 1, leading a team of 110 people. In 2006 participated in the WANO Peer Review at
Kola NPP (Russia) as an expert (WANO Moscow Centre) in “Operations”. Since 2008 holds the posit ion of the Project
Manager from “Energoatom” part in the project “Establ ishment of National Training Centre for Maintenance and

Management Personnel of NNEGC “Energoatom” at ZNPP”.

Štefan ŠABÍK   Chairman of the Board of Directors & CEO, JESS (Jadrová energetická spoločnosť  Slovenska, a.s.)
Bratislava

After finishing his studies at the Slovak University of Technology, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, has coupled
his professional l i fe with a nuclear power. First he started in Slovenské elektrárne, Inc., working in Mochovce NPP.
Here he was working in posit ions of investment technician, assistant of d irector, head of personnel department,
head of personnel training department, head of staff affairs and remuneration section and Deputy Director for
human resources and services, final ly as Human Resources Director of SE Headquarters. From 2007 to 2009 he was
engaged in Nuclear and Decommissioning Company in the posit ion of the Acting Director of the Management

Division. At present he is appointed by the Chairman of the Board of Directors and CEO of the Slovak Nuclear Power Company, plc.
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Jiří ŠEDIVÝ   Former Chief of the General Staff of the Armed Forces of the Czech Republic, Prague

General Šedivý was the first Czech student at the US Army War Col lege (Pennsylvania). After his graduation in
1994, he took over command of the 4th Rapid Reaction Brigade. In 1996, he was deployed to Bosnia as the
Commander of the Czech Army Contingent in IFOR. In 1997-8, he was appointed as the Inspector of Ground Forces
of the Czech Armed Forces. He subsequently became the Chief of the Combat Training Division of the General Staff
of the Army of the Czech Republic. He assumed command of Ground Forces in 1997. On May 1, 1998, he was
appointed Chief of the General Staff, with the responsibi l i ty for mi l itary defense of the Czech Republic, Armed
Forces preparation and training. His main task was the preparation and implementation of mil i tary measures related

to the accession to NATO.
He retired on January 1, 2003. Subsequently, he founded his own advisory company “GENERALS” Ltd., working on defense and
security projects, and worked in the supervisory bodies of several companies focused on defense matters. He is deal ing with defense
matters (2004 – 2005 he was a consultant to the European Defense Integration project, done by the Center for Strategic and
International Studies – Washington D.C.) and the protect ion of vital  infrastructure of the state. A founding member of the Czech
Euro Atlant ic Counci l , he is regularly participating at conferences on security and defense matters and gives lectures at universit ies
and for foreign partners.

Pavel ŠOLC   Chief-Advisor, Ministry of Industry and Trade of the Czech Republic, Prague

In 1986 he graduated from the Czech Technical University, special ization Economics of Power Generation, and in
1992 from the University of Pennsylvania, special ization Modeling of Energy Systems. As a researcher he worked
with ŠKODA Praha on the development of a new generation of conventional and nuclear power plants. In 1993 he
started his carrier modeling electric power systems, designing of electricity market rules and developing long term
strategies in the power sector, init ial ly in ČEZ (Head of Strategic Planning and Analysis), and further in ČEPS
(Czech Transmission System Operator, Director, System Trade Department, and Director, Corporate Strategy
Department). His work during this period was focused mainly on cost/benefit analysis of new projects, analysis of

operation, and study of impacts of l iberal ization on the resource structure of the power industry, analysis and design of auxi liary
services market, pricing mechanisms for balancing market, and regulatory frameworks in the power sector in Czech Republic, the
Slovak Republic and neighboring countries. He has been responsible for the development of the long term strategy of the Czech
Transmission System Operator in an open electricity market environment. At present he is the chief-advisor to the Minister of
Industry and Trade and is responsible for the update of the energy pol icy of the Czech Republic.

Dušan ŠPELINA   Managing Consultant, Logica Czech Republic s.r.o., Prague

Dušan Špel ina graduated in 1995 from Faculty of Applied Sciences of University of West Bohemia in Pi lsen. In
Logica he works as Managing Consultant for energy and ut i l i t ies sector. In the long term, he concerns with area of
l iberal ized energy markets, optimization of enterprise process and appl ication of information technology for uti l i t ies.
He has taken part on many important Logica’s projects in the Czech Republ ic as well  as abroad, among others he
participated in the design and building of the infrastructure of Electricity Market Operator in the Czech Republ ic.

Ján TIMUĽÁK   Chairman of the Board of Directors & CEO, DECOM, a.s., Trnava

J. Timu ľák graduated in 1974 at the Slovak University of Technology, Chemical and Technology Faculty,
special ization: processes and equipment of chemical technology. In 1983 he achieved PhD degree in nuclear
chemistry. After finishing his studies he started to work in the Research Institute of Pharmaceuticals in Hlohovec.
During 1975 to 1982 he was in posit ion of the head of the radiochemical laboratory (Povodí Váhu, Piešťany). In the
period of the years 1982 – 92 he worked in VUJE Trnava, Inc., as research officer, further he got the posit ion of the
Head of Radioactive Waste Management Research Department. Since 1992 he has working in the company DECOM
Slovakia, Ltd., where in 2000 he was appointed to be a director. After the change of legal form of the company J.

Timu ľák became the Chairman of the Board of Directors and CEO.

Ľuboš TOMÍK   Director, CESys Ltd., Trnava

Director of consult ing company CESys Ltd. working in the field of energy. After graduating ČVUT, Faculty of
Engineering with special ization on nuclear energy he worked in SE, a.s. During establ ishing of Nuclear Regulatory
Authority of the Slovak Republic he worked in the field of probabil ist ic safety assessment. He gained experience in
abroad in number of industry and energy companies. During last years he worked as manager in foreign IT
companies solving the opening and deregulation of Slovak energy market. During the period of 2002 – 6 he was
managing director of CENS (Centre for Nuclear Safety), internat ional company working on the region of Central and
Eastern Europe. Regarding the SE, a.s., privatization he is author and co-author of various studies performing

energy market scenario modeling, i .e. Feasibi l i ty Study on NPP Mochovce 3 and 4 Completion for Ministry of Economy of the Slovak
Republ ic.

Alexander TÓTH   Head of Nuclear Training Dept., Slovenské elektrárne, Inc., member of Enel Group, Bratislava

Alexander Tóth has 25 years experience in nuclear industry, mainly in operation, managing and assessment of
operational safety, short experience in maintenance and nuclear training.
He graduated at Electro-technical  faculty of Slovak technical University in Bratislava, where he studied area focused
on operation of nuclear power plants. Since 1985 he is an employee of Slovenské elektrárne, a.s. company. After
special ized l icensed operator’s training he spent several years in operation at V-1 units of Nuclear Power Plant
Bohunice working as a main control  room operator. In middle 90-ties he worked as assistant to Bohunice power
plant Director and Head of General Director Secretariat at SE, a.s., headquarters. He was assigned to posit ion of

Nuclear Safety and Radiation Protection Department Director when this unit was establ ished at headquarters level.
He has worked more than five years in International Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna, Division of Nuclear Instal lation Safety. As
part of this posit ion he took part in number of international reviews of operational safety – OSART program, and reviews of
operational experience programs – PROSPER program, in various sites in the world.
Coming back from his IAEA assignment to his mother company - SE, a.s., after the privatization and spl itt ing of company he
managed decommissioning projects of V-1 units financed by EBRD Bank at JAVYS, a.s., company. Later, he was one of the first
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